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 DRILL MOVEMENTS WORDS OF COMMAND Page 

1 Falling in and Sizing Squad, Marker take  POST.  Tallest on the right, shortest on the 
left, in single rank  SIZE. Squad  NUMBER. 
Odd numbers, two paces step forward  MARCH. 
Number one stand fast, ranks right and left  TURN. 
Form Squad, Quick  MARCH. Dressing, right  DRESS  

47/49 

2 Moving to a flank, Advancing, 
changing direction, moving to 
a flank and halting 

Move to the left, left  TURN 
Squad will advance , by the right, quick  MARCH. 
Change direction right, right WHEEL. 
Move to the right, right  TURN. 
Squad  HALT. 

32 
 

53 
51 
37 

3 Turning at the halt, forming, 
retiring, halting 

Turn about, about  TURN 
Change direction left, at the halt, left  FORM. 
Slow  MARCH 
Squad will advance, by the left, slow  MARCH 
Squad will retire, about  TURN. By the right 
Squad  HALT 

33 
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4 Turning at the halt, forming, 
moving to a flank, Forming 
Squad in slow time 

Turn about, about  TURN 
Change direction right, at the halt, right  FORM. 
Quick  MARCH 
Move to the left, left  TURN 
Squad will advance by the left, slow  MARCH 
At the halt on the left, form  SQUAD 

 
60 
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5 Turning to a flank, wheeling, 
moving to a flank, halting. 

Move to the left, left TURN. Quick  MARCH 
Change direction left, left WHEEL 
Change direction left, left WHEEL 
Move to the left, left TURN 
Squad  HALT 
Turn about, about TURN 
Stand at - EASE 

51 
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Before entering the hall at the start of the Competition the Drill Officer should report to the Senior Adjudicator who 
will instruct them where the marker is to be placed.  Thereafter the Squad will march in, in single file.  On completion 
of the movements, the Drill Officer should again report to the Adjudicator who will give permission for the Squad to 
leave the floor. 
 

 
  


